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Setting the (EU) scene

• Quality regulation under closer scrutiny
• ‘Reality check’ is in order
• Ongoing behavioural study



Questions Behavioural Study

• What are the theoretical premises that justify the achievement of 
public policy goals through the professional regulation in place 
(including its type and intensity)? Are there additional or alternative 
factors, in particular behavioural ones, that could lead to the desired 
policy outcomes?
• Based on empirical evidence, how relevant is the professional 

regulation in place for inducing business professionals to act in line 
with the public policy goals pursued by this regulation?

Tender 718/PP/GRO/IMA/18/1131/10440 “Behavioural economic analysis of professionals' 
incentives in health professions and in business services professions, Lot 2



In other words…

Are we missing something BIG?



Conflicts of Interests
A behavioural viewpoint

Behavioural Ethics



Question 1

Have you heard of Behavioural Ethics before? 



Dan Ariely





Actually…



Key Distinction

• Authentically Good People often misperceive their own unethicality 
(bounded ethicality) blind spots
• Situational Wrongdoers engage in self deception: dissonance 

reduction, ex-post justifications, moral disengagement



We are really good at seeing 
ourselves looking (ethically) good and 

telling ourselves stories
To tackle unethical behaviour, we 

need to shift the focus from sanctions 
(ex post) to situations (ex ante) 

How much space is there for self-
serving story telling?



Focus of Behavioural Ethics

• Identify situations that are conducive to rationalisation of bad 
behaviour and, therefore, wrongdoing
• Bring people to recognise that they are engaged in bad behaviour



Conflicts of Interests

• The conflict impairs the ability to see the conflict: blind spot
• Risky situations are those which offer possibilities to behave 

unethically and view oneself as a good person
• Risk factors include
• Vagueness in the rules 
• Non-monetary rewards
• Shared group identity
• Partial dependency
• Corruption for the sake of others



Questions

Do any of these insights 
resonate with your own experience?



Question 2

The conflict of interests impairs the ability to 
see the conflict (blind spot)



Question 3

In my organisation, the person in a situation 
of potential conflict is in charge of identifying 

the conflict



Question 4

In my organisation, conflict-check rules are 
precise



What are the 
implications?



The non-traditional toolbox

• Ethical nudges 
• Explicit measure (v. implicit measures) work
• Enforcement (v. sanction)
• Targeted approach (focus on what people care about, money … or 

other rewards)
• REVISE

• REmind people not to use grey areas to justify unethical conduct
• VIsibiliy: increase people’s awareness that they are being seen by their peers
• SElf-engagement: reduce gap between abstract moral image of self and actual 

behaviour



• Inadvertent intervention 
• Unintended effects of existing regulation (can enhance risky features of a 

situation)

• Refining disclosure of Conflicts
• Adjust how information is presented

• Four-eye principle
• Can back fire if there is collusion 
• Task people with different roles

• Language of codes of conduct
• Use ‘employees’ not ‘we’



Who should care?



• Law firms, bar associations, regulators who design rules on CoI, 
Commission and Courts
• Member States that may be called upon to justify rules, esp. their 

proportionality
• Aptitude

• E.g. can the rule reasonably be expected to prevent conflicts? 
ØPerhaps not if too vague

• Necessity
• E.g. Are controls really necessary?
ØPossibly if enforcement is more important than sanction

• Behavioural arguments are not inherently pro-regulation or pro-
deregulation, they can go both ways



Take-aways

• Behavioural ethics is relevant to the regulation of conflicts of interests
• Perspective invites to shift the focus away from sanctions (ex post) to 

situations (ex ante)
• Helps identify risky situations
ØEffective CoI rules should have regard to risk factors
ØBehavioural ethics provides additional arguments to justify (or not) 

the proportionality of CoI rules



Thank you! 
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